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1. This film is the first made of our Classic Piaget series, and has been viewed by numerous students 

over the decades. You may be one of the many professors who saw this in its 16mm form as a 

student. Both of the narrators, unfortunately, died too young. Celia Stendler Lavatelli taught at the 

University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana and was a mentor to many professionals in the area of 

human development. She did much to bring Piaget’s work to this country through her many articles 

and books. 

Robert Karplus was the head of the physics department at the University of California, Berkeley, 

when he was recruited to work on the science curriculum movement of the l970’s. In trying to assess 

the changes his science programs made in the thinking of young students, he became intrigued with 

Piaget’s ideas. It was he who urged Davidson Films to do this project. Until this film, the company 

solely produced science and mathematics films for other distributors. Robert Karplus went on to teach 

an entire generation of science educators who remember him with great fondness. He also founded 

the Lawrence Hall of Science in Berkeley, which has been an inspiration for other interactive 

children’s science museums across the country. Jerome Bruner memorialized his work in the chapter 

“Narratives of Science” in Bruner’s The Culture of Education, Harvard University Press, l996. 

2. Piaget was ingenious in creating tasks that demonstrate children’s thinking. The “pouring water” task 

is probably the best known. If possible, have your students perform it with children of various ages. 

Or is there a task you prefer to convey the point that children’s thinking IS different from adults’? 

3. One of the points that this video demonstrates is that there is no complete consistency in a child’s 

thinking. A six-year-old will not suddenly wake up one morning with Concrete Operations. The boy 

who had trouble with the “conservation of length” task was very eloquent in his explanation of why 

the higher column of liquid was equal to the lower. Piaget referred to this phenomenon as “horizontal 

décalage,” which means lack of immediate transfer across similar tasks at the same age. (“Décalage,” 

means “lag” in French.) Generally, a child is able to conserve liquids (sometimes called “continuous 

quantity”) before length or weight; volume generally comes last. 

4. Piagetians do not think that experience alone can explain why very young children cannot solve some 

of these tasks. Four-year-olds who have had lots of experience with pouring sand in sandboxes and 

liquids in bathtubs, kitchens, and snack tables usually still insist that the taller container has more than 

the shorter one. The question is, does experience hasten the development of higher reasoning levels? 

This becomes somewhat political when actual instruction, such as arithmetic, becomes involved. 

5. Constructivists insist that plenty of experience with manipulating objects is necessary to attain 

understanding of one-to-one correspondence and the Associative Principle. Traditional education has 

seen manipulatives as a temporary crutch, insisting that mathematics can be directly learned. What is 

your position on this argument? 

6. Have your students demonstrate the associative principle with symbols and simple addition. 

7. The Piagetian insistence that children explain their reasoning sometimes appears to be bullying and/or 

very subjective. In our era of high-stakes testing, we are used to accepting an answer as “right or 

wrong,” and don’t usually question how it was arrived upon. A discussion of the place of essay 

questions or demonstrations for assessment purposes might prove interesting. 

8. Can your students create tasks for elementary-school children that encompass reversibility?  
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Related Films Also Available from Davidson Films 

This is one of seven films in Davidson Films’ “Special Piaget Package.” The other titles are: 

 

 Classic Piaget Collection Volume 1: 

o Classification (1968) 16 Minutes 

o Conservation (1968) 29 Minutes 

o Growth Of Intelligence In The Preschool Years (1971) 31 Minutes 

 Classic Piaget Collection Volume 2: 

o Formal Reasoning Patterns (1978) 32 Minutes 

o Jean Piaget: Memory And Intelligence (1973) 44 Minutes 

o Morality: The Process Of Moral Development (1978) 28 Minutes 

 Piaget’s Developmental Theory: An Overview (1989) 25 Minutes 

 

Other related films are: 

 Adolescent Cognition: Thinking in a New Key (1999) 30 Minutes 

 Concrete Operations (1993) 25 Minutes 

 Growing Minds (1996) 25 Minutes 

 Morality: Judgments and Actions (2002) 32 Minutes 

 Vygotsky’s Developmental Theory: An Introduction (1994) 28 Minutes 


